We investigate the structural and electronic properties of nitrogen-doped epitaxial monolayer graphene and quasifreestanding monolayer graphene on 6H-SiCð0001Þ by the normal incidence x-ray standing wave technique and by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy supported by density functional theory simulations. With the location of various nitrogen species uniquely identified, we observe that for the same doping procedure, the graphene support, consisting of substrate and interface, strongly influences the structural as well as the electronic properties of the resulting doped graphene layer. Compared to epitaxial graphene, quasifreestanding graphene is found to contain fewer nitrogen dopants. However, this lack of dopants is compensated by the proximity of nitrogen atoms at the interface that yield a similar number of charge carriers in graphene.
We investigate the structural and electronic properties of nitrogen-doped epitaxial monolayer graphene and quasifreestanding monolayer graphene on 6H-SiCð0001Þ by the normal incidence x-ray standing wave technique and by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy supported by density functional theory simulations. With the location of various nitrogen species uniquely identified, we observe that for the same doping procedure, the graphene support, consisting of substrate and interface, strongly influences the structural as well as the electronic properties of the resulting doped graphene layer. Compared to epitaxial graphene, quasifreestanding graphene is found to contain fewer nitrogen dopants. However, this lack of dopants is compensated by the proximity of nitrogen atoms at the interface that yield a similar number of charge carriers in graphene. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.126805 The discovery of graphene and its exceptional properties has triggered very active research on this material [1, 2] . One strong focus has been aiming at modifying graphene's electronic properties for device applications [3] . Substituting the carbon atoms (C) by other elements is one way to dope the layer. To date, nitrogen (N) belongs to the most studied dopants for graphene [4] [5] [6] . This is demonstrated by the remarkable performance improvements resulting from the use of N-doped graphene-based components in, e.g., lithium-ion batteries [7] , ultracapacitors [8, 9] , fuel cells [10] , and field-effect transistors [11, 12] . However, our understanding of the doping process at the atomic level is still in its infancy. It is suspected that N incorporation alters the structure of graphene and degrades its quality [13, 14] , while other factors, such as the effects of the underlying support (i.e., the substrate and possibly an interface layer) on the doping, remain largely unexplored.
In this Letter, we study the effects of N doping on the structural and electronic properties of graphene, with particular emphasis on the influence of the support on the doping. To this end, N-doped epitaxial monolayer graphene (EMLG) and H-intercalated quasifreestanding monolayer graphene (QFMLG), both grown on 6H-SiCð0001Þ, are investigated by the normal incidence x-ray standing wave (NIXSW) technique, which determines the vertical positions of the individual chemical species in the near surface region. The effects of the structural changes on the electronic bands are checked by angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) and density functional theory (DFT). We find that the support dramatically influences how much N, as well as how N, incorporates in graphene, which in turn affects the dopant-induced band broadening. In the case of EMLG, the support itself remains structurally intact after the doping. In contrast, the QFMLG/SiC interface becomes N doped, and consequently graphene is pushed locally by the N atoms away from the H terminated SiC substrate and buckles. Furthermore, the interaction with the thus doped interface provides additional charge carriers to graphene in QFMLG.
The samples were prepared following the procedure described in Ref. [15] . The in situ N doping and the x-ray measurements were performed at the I09 beam line, Diamond Light Source [16] . Before doping, the absence of N from the sample surfaces was confirmed by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The EMLG and QFMLG were doped by exposing the samples (at room temperature) to 100 eV N þ ions for 4 min and annealing at 1200 and 1000 K, respectively. The N 2 pressure during the ion implantation did not exceed 6 × 10 −7 mbar. The absence of point defects induced by this implantation method has been checked by scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) for annealing temperatures as low as 1000 K. Furthermore, we confirmed the stability of the H intercalation layer at 1000 K in QFMLG using ARPES. Higher doping levels were achieved for EMLG and QFMLG by repeating this procedure. A sample with only a buffer layer (BL) was also studied as a reference.
We first present the structures of N-doped graphene as determined by the NIXSW technique. We measured a set of XPS spectra (C 1s, Si 2p, N 1s) over a photon energy range of 2 eV around the (0006) Bragg energy (2462 eV) of 6H-SiC. Fitting the photoelectron yield (EY) as a function of the photon energy with theory [17] determines two parameters for each chemical component of a core level: the coherent position P H and the coherent fraction F H , which represent the position of the emitter between two Bragg planes and its spread perpendicular to the planes, respectively. Knowing the Bragg plane spacing of the H ¼ ð0006Þ reflection of the 6H-SiC crystal (d H ¼ 2.517 Å), the possible vertical positions z X of each component X with respect to the topmost Si layer can be calculated by
where n is an integer, P H X and P H Si are the coherent positions of the component X and of the top few Si layers, respectively. The results for Si 2p and C 1s of the undoped samples, neglecting nondipolar effects [18] and summarized in Table I , are in excellent agreement with the literature [19] .
In Figs. 1(a)-1(c), N 1s spectra are shown for the BL, EMLG, and QFMLG samples after 4 min of doping. The spectra of the three samples present different sets of components, revealing the distinct chemical states of N. The EY curves of the different N 1s components together with their best fits are displayed in Figs. 1(d)-1(f). Using the vertical positions derived from the NIXSW technique, summarized in Table I , we will show below that these chemical components can be associated with N incorporation into the different constituents of the samples.
Before considering the results for EMLG and QFMLG, it is worth studying the effect of N doping on the BL sample, because the buffer layer on SiC is also the support for graphene in EMLG. The N 1s spectrum of the BL , which does not match the vertical positions of any of the C or intercalation layers. As only the SiC substrate is common to all three samples, and since the binding energy of 397.5 eV agrees with the previous measurements on N-doped bulk SiC [22] , we assign this N 1s component to N atoms that have diffused into the substrate during annealing, or that were directly implanted into the bulk during sputtering, designated as N SiC in the following. N SiC is found to be 0.21 AE 0.09Å below the C planes in the bulk (C SiC ). A further interpretation of its exact position is beyond the scope of this Letter. Besides the common component N SiC , the spectrum of the doped BL sample exhibits a shoulder at a binding energy of 399.7 eV [ Fig. 1(a) ], which has also been observed in heavily doped SiC [22] . Moreover, it is found that the BL vertical position (z C BL ¼ 2.30 AE 0.02 Å before and 2.28 AE 0.02 Å after doping) and its buckling (F H C BL ¼ 0.77 AE 0.04 to 0.74 AE 0.04) are hardly affected by the doping. This suggests that N dopants are unstable in the BL and tend to diffuse into the SiC substrate upon annealing, leaving the BL intact.
The N 1s spectra for both EMLG and QFMLG [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)] show features at binding energies between 3 and 5.5 eV above N SiC . A closer look at Fig. 1(b) for EMLG reveals that more than one component is necessary to fit this peak. We present a fit result with three components at 400.7, 401.8, and 403.1 eV. Although their chemical states are different, the three N species share the same vertical position P H N gr ¼ 0.31 (also when assuming a two-component model) and a high degree of ordering along the vertical direction, F H N gr ¼ 0.76 AE 0.17 (Table I ). The sum of the three components is represented by the bottom EY curve in Fig. 1 z N gr , we find that with n ¼ 2 the height of the three species (z N gr ¼5.72AE0.05 Å) corresponds to the graphene vertical position [see Fig. 2(a) ], which is not affected by the doping (z C gr ¼ 5.67 AE 0.01 Å before and 5.65 AE 0.01 Å after N doping). We therefore attribute the three N 1s components to N atoms incorporated into the graphene layer (N gr ) of EMLG. The NIXSW analysis of the BL in the EMLG sample shows that it remains unperturbed after N implantation [see Table I and Fig. 2(a) ], as also observed above for the BL sample. Therefore, doping the EMLG with N does not affect the overlap of the van der Waals (vdW) radii or the interaction between the graphene layer and its support.
We note that a recent combined XPS and STM study [23] reported a nearly identical N 1s line shape as observed here for a N-doped mixture of mono-and bilayer graphene on 6H-SiC, where N gr was modeled with two components associated with the graphene multilayer. This peak assignment is incompatible with the present NIXSW analysis, which shows that all N gr components share the same vertical position. However, a key observation offering a plausible interpretation of the line shape of N gr comes from the STM results in Ref. [23] , which reveal a mixture of single N atoms and aggregates of two N atoms (mostly in a metaconfiguration) for the doping concentrations relevant to the present XPS and NIXSW experiments. We therefore assign the multiple N gr components to single N atoms as well as to aggregates of two or more N atoms in graphene.
We now turn to QFMLG. In contrast to EMLG, after doping QFMLG, its graphene layer is pushed up significantly from z C gr ¼ 4.28 AE 0.01Å to 4.56 AE 0.01Å [see Table I and Fig. 2(b) ]. The analysis of the EY curve for the N 1s component at 400.6 eV [ Fig. 1(c) ] yields a vertical position of z N gr ¼ 4.49 AE 0.05Å that is comparable to z C gr of the doped graphene layer. One can therefore associate this component with the N implanted in graphene (N gr ). However, unlike doped EMLG, where multiple N gr components are present [ Fig. 1(b) ], N gr of doped QFMLG represents a single type of dopant, as evidenced by the well-defined N 1s component at 400.6 eV, which has the same binding energy as the main component of N gr in EMLG (indicating that this dopant configuration is least dependent on the choice of support). Furthermore, by comparing the intensity of N gr , normalized to the intensity of the graphene component in the C 1s core level, we find that there are twice less N atoms substituting C in the graphene honeycomb lattice of QFMLG than in that of EMLG, for the same N sputter conditions.
In addition to N SiC and N gr , doped QFMLG exhibits a third N 1s component at a binding energy of 393.7 eV [ Fig. 1(c) ]. Our NIXSW analysis shows that this component N int , which yields a vertical position z N int ¼ 2.71 AE 0.04Å, can be best interpreted as N atoms replacing some of the H atoms within the intercalation layer. Because of its larger atomic size, N int is situated at a higher position than that expected for H (z H ¼ 1.5Å) [24] , leading to the abovementioned elevation of graphene after the doping. Note, however, that graphene is lifted less (0.28 Å) than the H to N height difference (1.21 Å) . This means that locally the vdW radii of the doped graphene layer and the intercalated N atoms must overlap. As we will see below, this has an important consequence for the electronic properties of Ndoped QFMLG. Also note that the concomitant reduction of the graphene coherent fraction from F H C gr ¼ 0.68 AE 0.04 to 0.52 AE 0.04 upon doping is an indication that the graphene is now buckled. Our result thus shows that, while pristine QFMLG exhibits the weakest coupling with the substrate [24] , its structure is more affected by N doping than that of EMLG. We stress that considering the low concentration of N and the stability of the intercalated H at 1000 K, as proven by the presence of the Dirac cone after annealing [Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)], a scenario in which H is either fully desorbed or fully replaced by N can be excluded.
Having established the structural modifications of graphene under N doping, we now discuss the effects on its electronic properties. ARPES spectra measured around thē K point of EMLG and QFMLG are shown in Fig. 3 for pristine graphene and for two doping steps. As expected, the Dirac point of the pristine EMLG is found about 0.4 eV below the Fermi edge [15] . The first doping step of 4 min shifts the Dirac cone towards higher binding energies by 0.2 eV, which corresponds to a carrier density increase of 1.4 × 10 13 cm −2 [25] . It thus confirms that the N incorporation into the graphene sheet has led to n-type doping. Further doping continues to increase the carrier density, but at a lower rate: 0.9×10 13 cm −2 over the next 4 min of doping [ Fig. 3(c) ]. QFMLG presents similar results: 1.2×10 13 cm −2 and 0.6 × 10 13 cm −2 increases for the first and second doping steps, respectively. Besides doping graphene, the introduction of dopants in the lattice also induces a broadening of the π band after each doping step. We note, however, that this broadening is more pronounced for EMLG than for QFMLG. As demonstrated in Ref. [23] and confirmed by STM in the present work for surfaces annealed to 1000 K (not shown), the method used here for doping does not introduce any defects in the graphene lattice other than substitutional N dopants. Therefore, the band broadening cannot stem from a defective lattice.
To better understand the origin of this broadening, we simulated the effects of N doping on the band structure of graphene. We performed total energy DFT [26] simulations on a (12 × 12) supercell of freestanding graphene containing three randomly distributed N substitutional dopants in the lattice. Four different dopant configurations have been included, and one example is given in Fig. 4(c) . After relaxing the geometric structure, the band structure of the supercell is projected onto the first Brillouin zone for a direct comparison with the experimental data [27] . The results are shown in Fig. 4 . Each of the four dopant configurations yields a slightly modified band structure with a band gap smaller than 0.1 eV and a slightly different downward energy shift of about 0.2 eV with respect to the pristine graphene. Superimposing them results in an effective broadening of the π band of graphene, without opening a sizable band gap. We therefore attribute the band broadening observed in the experimental ARPES data shown in Fig. 3 to the random N substitution in the graphene lattice.
From our combined study, an understanding of how the various N species contribute to the doping of graphene can be reached: For the same sputtering conditions, XPS reveals that the total amount of N incorporated in the graphene lattice (N gr ) of QFMLG is only half of that of EMLG, while ARPES shows comparable increases of carrier densities for the two samples. This indicates that N atoms substituting hydrogen at the interface of QFMLG (N int ) also contribute to the doping. This is consistent with the strong overlap of vdW radii between graphene and N int that is observed by NIXSW for QFMLG. In contrast to EMLG, where N gr contains multiple components but no N exists in the BL, the additional doping induced by N int in QFMLG allows the same number of charge carriers to be generated, albeit with fewer substitutional dopants in graphene that are, moreover, of a single type only, both of which in turn reduce the π-band broadening of QFMLG in ARPES.
To conclude, we find clear evidence that the support has multiple influences on the doping of a graphene layer. It affects the quantity as well as the variety of dopants created in the honeycomb lattice. Furthermore, we show that the support can host foreign species that make an additional contribution to the doping of graphene. 
